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Ultraperipheral collisions 

• Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs): ions interact at 
large impact parameters b >> RA+RB  → strong 
interactions suppressed → interaction via quasi-real 
photons in Weizsäcker-Williams equivalent photon 
approximation, Budnev, Ginzburg, Meledin, Serbo, Phys. Rept. 15 
(1975) 181

A.J. Baltz et al. / Physics Reports 458 (2008) 1–171 5

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an ultraperipheral collision of two ions. The impact parameter, b, is larger than the sum of the two radii, RA + RB .
Reprinted from Ref. [3] with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 2. A schematic view of (a) an electromagnetic interaction where photons emitted by the ions interact with each other, (b) a photon–nuclear
reaction in which a photon emitted by an ion interacts with the other nucleus, (c) photonuclear reaction with nuclear breakup due to photon
exchange.

The photoproduction cross section can also be factorized into the product of the photonuclear cross section and the
photon flux, dN� /dk,
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Z
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�
X (k) is the photonuclear cross section.

The photon flux used to calculate the two-photon luminosity in Eq. (2) and the photoproduction cross section in Eq.
(4) is given by the Weizsäcker–Williams method [8]. The flux is evaluated in impact parameter space, as is appropriate
for heavy-ion interactions [9,10]. The flux at distance r away from a charge Z nucleus is
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where w = kr/�L and K0(w) and K1(w) are modified Bessel functions. The photon flux decreases exponentially
above a cutoff energy determined by the size of the nucleus. In the laboratory frame, the cutoff is kmax ⇡ �L h̄c/RA. In
the rest frame of the target nucleus, the cutoff is boosted to Emax = (2� 2

L � 1)h̄c/RA, about 500 GeV at RHIC and 1
PeV (1000 TeV) at the LHC. The photon flux for heavy ions at RHIC and the LHC is depicted in Fig. 4. Also shown,
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• UPCs@LHC allow one to study 𝛾𝛾, 𝛾p 
and 𝛾A interactions at unprecedentedly 
high energies (energy frontier) reaching: 
W𝛾p=5 TeV, W𝛾A=700 GeV/A, W𝛾𝛾=4.2 ТeV

Bertulani, Klein, Nystrand, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 55 (2005) 271; Baltz et al, Phys. Rept. 480 (2008) 1; 
Contreras and Tapia-Takaki, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 30 (2015) 1542012; Snowmass LoI, Klein et al, arXiv:2009.03838

• UPCs can be used to study open questions 
of proton and nucleus structure in QCD and 
search for new physics → e.g., new info on 
gluon distributions in nuclei at small x.
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in UPCs 
• Cross section of exclusive, coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs → 
two terms corresponding to high photon mom. k+ (low x) and low k- (high x) 
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Figure 2: Three types of processes that can be used to study the gluon distributions in nuclei at small x in
UPCs: (a) inclusive photoproduction of two jets with large transverse momenta gives access to the usual gluon
PDF; (b) diffractive productions of two jets gives access to the diffractive gluon PDF; (c) exclusive coherent
photoproduction of heavy vector mesons probes the generalized gluon distributions (the impact-parameter-
dependent gluon PDF).

predicted using the leading twist theory of nuclear shadowing [17]. An example of it is presented in
Fig. 3 (left) where we plot the ratio of the gluon distribution in 208Pb over that in the free proton,
gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN(x,Q
2
0)], as a function of x at Q2

0 = 4 GeV2 (the shaded band labeled FGS10). The
band corresponds to an intrinsic theoretical uncertainty of our approach, see details in [17]. Also, for
comparison, we show the results of the extraction of gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN(x,Q
2
0)] using the global QCD fits:

EPS09 [14] and HKN07 [13].
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Figure 3: (Left) Predictions for ratio of the gluon distribution in 208Pb to that in the free proton,
gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN (x,Q2
0)]. (Right) The ratio of the gluon impact-parameter-dependent distribution in 208Pb to

the gluon distribution in the free proton, gA(x,Q2
0, b)/[ATA(b)gN (x,Q2

0)], as a function of the impact parameter
b; TA(b) is the nucleon density.

In UPCs at the LHC, one can directly access the gluon distribution in nuclei through the process of
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Photon flux from QED:  
- high intensity ~ Z2 
- high photon energy ~ 𝛾L

Photoproduction 
cross section

• In leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) of pQCD, Ryskin, Z. 
Phys. C57 (1993) 89; Frankfurt, Koepf, Strikman, PRD 57 (1998)  512; Frankfurt, McDermott, 
Strikman, JHEP 03 (2001) 045

Z. Phys. C 57, 89-92 (1993) 
Zeitschrift P a r t i c ~  fur Physik C 

 9 Springer-Verlag 1993 

Diffractive J/ P electroproduction in LLA QCD 
M.G. Ryskin 
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Abstract. Cross section of diffractive J / ~  production in 
deep inelastic scattering in the Born and the leading-log 
approximations of perturbative QCD are calculated. 

I Introduction 

The process of J /7  j electroproduction arouses interest 
due to two reasons. First, it can be calculated within the 
perturbative QCD and second, its cross section is propor- 
tional to the gluon structure function. So, it is a good way 
to study the gluon distribution inside a proton [1, 2]. 

In the reactions of heavy-quark photoproduction 7N--, 
c6X, a popular approach is the "photon-gluon fusion" 
mechanism [3, 1, 4, 5] based on the subprocess 7g~cd. 
The amplitude and cross section of inelastic J~ 7 J produc- 
tion via the same mechanism was calculated in [6] and 
then discussed in [7]. This approach has been called [5] 
diffractive J~ 7 j production, as (in the first approximation) 
the cross section does not depend on energy and there is 
no flavour exchange. Strictly speaking, this is not a true 
diffractive process. There is a colour exchange in this case 
due to the colour of the gluon content in the target; as 

da 
a consequence, the inclusive J/qJ cross section ~zz ~const .  

at z ~  1, instead of the &(1 - z )  or 1/(1 - z )  behaviours that 
are usual for diffractive processes (z is the part of photon 
momenta carried away by the J /7  J meson). 

The goal of this paper is to consider the exclusive (in 
some sense elastic) diffractive J / ~  electroproduction that 
is described by the exchange of a colourless two-gluon 
system*; in the Born approximation by the diagrams in 
Fig. 1. In the leading-log approximation (LLA), instead of 
the simple two-gluon "pomeron" [9], one has to use the 
whole system of LLA ladder diagrams; for t -- 0 this repro- 
duces exactly the gluon structure function ~G(Y, ~2). 

* The model for elastic and diffractive J/~ production based on 
vector meson dominance and pomeron exchange was considered 
recently in [8]. 

Thus, our amplitude is proportional to ~G(Y, ~2) and the 
exclusive diffractive cross sec t ion- to  the square of the 
gluon structure function. Due to this fact, the reaction 
7*+N--*J/Tt+N feels the variation of 2G(Y, ~2) better 
than the inclusive J/~t' cross section, which depends on 
YG(Y, ~2) only linearly. Therefore, this process is one of 
the best ways to measure the role of absorptive correc- 
tions (pomeron cuts contributions) and to observe the 
saturation of gluon density predicted in the frame-work of 
perturbative QCD in 1-10]. 

In Sect. 2 we calculate the amplitude of diffractive J / 7  j 
photoproduction. In Sect. 3 we discuss the spin structure 
of this amplitude and correspondingly the distribution in 
azimuthal angle. In Sect. 4 the numerical estimates of the 
single and double diffractive dissociation cross sections 
are given. 

2 Amplitude of ~,* +p--,J/W+p 

The Born amplitude of 7*+p--*J/~+p reaction is de- 
scribed by the sum of the two diagrams in Fig. 1. As the 
binding energy of S-wave e6-quarks J /7  J system is small 
(much less than the charm quark mass me= m), one can 
follow I-6] and use the nonrelativistic approximation, 
writing the product of two propagators (k and k' in Fig. 1) 
and the J / 7  J vertex (i.e. J / 7  J wave function integrated 
over the relative momenta of c6^quarks k = k '  in J / 7  J 
rest-frame system) in the form g(k+m)Tu. The constant 

~ 7  

l +  

qJ 
k 

a b 

Fig. la, b. Feynman diagrams for diffractive J/7 J production 
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Figure 21. The dependence of the median dipole size r(med) on the photon virtuality
Q2 for electroproduction of light and vector mesons and also the total photoabsorption
cross secion �L(x, Q2).

gradually disappears with an increase of Q2 leading to a slower decrease of the cross

section with an increase of Q2 than in the leading twist approximation. Note that the

suppression e↵ect is stronger for electroproduction of heavy vector mesons than for light

ones.

The suppression factor of T (Q2) as a function of Q2 and the trends of its behavior

discussed above are presented in Fig. 22.

5.4. Elastic photoproduction of J/ : from HERA to LHC

The phenomenologically important case of vector meson production is elastic

photoproduction of J/ , where the hard scale is provided by the mass of J/ (mass

of the charm quark). The � + p ! J/ + p di↵erential cross section reads [177, 176]

[compare to Eq. (81]

d�
�p!J/ p(t = 0)

dt
=

12⇡3

↵e.m.

�V M
3
V

(4m2
c)

4

⇥
↵s(Q

2
e↵)xg(x,Q

2
e↵)

⇤2
C(Q2 = 0) , (89)

where Qe↵ is the e↵ective hard scale of the process (see the discussion below). The factor

of C(Q2 = 0) depends on the details of the vector meson wave function and takes into

account the intrinsic motion (transverse momentum) of charm quarks in the diagram in

Fig. Hence, C(Q2 = 0) describes the e↵ect of higher-twist e↵ects in the �+p ! J/ +p

cross section. It is given by the following expression,

C(Q2 = 0) =
⇣
⌘V

3
m

4
c

⌘2

T (0)R(0) , (90)

depends on details of 
charmonium distribution 
amplitude

<latexit sha1_base64="aKtEx4OtOROBDGPe+T7q1e7Wzew=">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</latexit>

d�AB!AJ/ B

dy
=


k
dN�/B

dk
��A!J/ A

�

k=k+

+


k
dN�/A

dk
��B!J/ B

�

k=k�

<latexit sha1_base64="m0tByikYUwSGdcuZuyOoscBI7Dw=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VxVZNS1I1ScCOCUME+oIlhMp20QycPZiZCCPkDN/6KGxeKuHXrzr9xmmahrQcuHM65l3vvcSNGhTSMb620sLi0vFJeraytb2xu6ds7HRHGHJM2DlnIey4ShNGAtCWVjPQiTpDvMtJ1x5cTv/tAuKBhcCeTiNg+GgbUoxhJJTn64fg+tSI/O7c8jnB646TXx1YkaJal9QyS3IRJ5uhVo2bkgPPELEgVFGg5+pc1CHHsk0BihoTom0Yk7RRxSTEjWcWKBYkQHqMh6SsaIJ8IO83/yeCBUgbQC7mqQMJc/T2RIl+IxHdVp4/kSMx6E/E/rx9L78xOaRDFkgR4usiLGZQhnIQDB5QTLFmiCMKcqlshHiEVjFQRVlQI5uzL86RTr5kntcZto9q8KOIogz2wD46ACU5BE1yBFmgDDB7BM3gFb9qT9qK9ax/T1pJWzOyCP9A+fwB7o5zv</latexit>

k± =
MJ/ 

2
e±y

Photon momentum 
from J/𝜓 rapidity

gluon density at x=(MJ/𝜓)2/W2 
and Qeff2=2.5-3 GeV2

 ΓV=J/𝜓 leptonic 
decay width
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Constraints on small-x gluon shadowing 

• Good agreement with ALICE data at y=0 (2.76 and 5.02 TeV)  → direct evidence 
of large gluon shadowing, Rg(x=6×10-4 - 0.001) ≈ 0.6 → nicely agrees with LTA 
model and EPS09, EPPS16 nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs).

LTA: Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman, Phys. Rept. 
512 (2012) 255 
EPS09: Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 
0904 (2009) 065 
HKN07: Hirai, Kumano, Nagai, PRC 76 (2007) 
065207 
nDS: de Florian, Sassot, PRD 69 (2004) 074028

Rep. Prog. Phys. 0 (2022) 000000 Review

Figure 42. The nuclear suppression factor of SPb(x) as a function of
the gluon momentum fraction of x: the values extracted from the run
1 [302, 303, 305] and the central rapidity run 2 [308] UPC data on
coherent J/ψ photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs vs predictions of the
LT model of NS and global !ts of nPDFs. The bands indicate the
uncertainties for the LTA model (yellow) and EPS09
parameterization (blue).

SPb(x) =

√
σγA→J/ψA(Wγp)
σIA
γA→J/ψA(Wγp)

= κA/N
xgA(x, µ2)

AxgN(x, µ2)

≡ κA/NRg(x, µ2). (182)

It is expected that almost all kinematic factors and men-
tioned corrections cancel in the ratio of the nuclear and
IA (proton) cross sections. Thus, equation (182) establishes
a direct correspondence between the suppression factor of
SPb(x) and the ratio of the nuclear and nucleon gluon distri-
butions Rg(x, µ2). Further, since at central rapidities |y| ≈ 0,
the dσAA→AAJ/ψ(y)/dy cross section is unambiguously related
to the σγA→J/ψA(Wγp) photoproduction cross section at the
de!nite value of Wγp =

√
2ENMJ/ψ , equation (182) gives a

one-to-one correspondence between the measured UPC cross
section at central rapidities and Rg(x, µ2) at x = MJ/ψ/(2EN).

Figure 42 shows a comparison of the values of SPb(x)
extracted from the run 1 [302, 303, 305] and the central rapidity
run 2 [308] UPC data on coherent J/ψ photoproduction in
Pb–Pb UPCs with Rg(x, µ2) predicted in the LT model of NS
and global QCD !ts of nPDFs. Note that following the analysis
of reference [210], we take advantage of the ambiguity in the
exact values of the scale µ and take µ2 = 3 GeV2 to best
reproduce the available HERA and LHCb data on the Wγp

dependence of the cross section of exclusive J/ψ photoproduc-
tion on the proton. The good agreement with the predictions
of the LT NS model and the EPS09 nPDFs, which however
have much larger uncertainties, gives direct and weakly model-
dependent evidence of large nuclear gluon shadowing at
small x,

Rg(x = 6 × 10−4 − 10−3, µ2 = 3 GeV2) ≈ 0.6. (183)

Note that the analysis of reference [317] extracted the
nuclear suppression factor of SPb(x) in a wide range of x,
10−5 ! x ! 0.04 using all available run 1 and 2 data on
coherent J/ψ photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs. However, due

Figure 43. The dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)/dt cross section normalized to its
value at |t| = tmin as a function of t at W = 124 GeV: predictions of
the LT model of NS (red solid curve) vs the factorized
approximation (blue dot-dashed curve). The !gure is from [316],
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevC.95.025204.

to the ambiguity of the two terms in equation (175), such a
procedure is in general model dependent and leads to signif-
icant uncertainties in SPb(x) for x < 6 × 10−4 and x > 0.01.
In this respect one should also mention the analysis of [318],
where SPb(x) was extracted from measurements of coherent
J/ψ photoproduction in ultraperipheral and peripheral Pb–Pb
collisions at the LHC at 2.76 TeV. The results of that anal-
ysis broadly agree with the trend of the nuclear suppression
presented in !gure 42.

The signi!cant LT gluon NS also affects the differential
cross section of coherent J/ψ photoproduction on nuclei,

dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)
dt

= κ2
A/N

dσγp→J/ψp(Wγp, t = 0)
dt

×
[

xgA(x, t, µ2)
AxgN(x, µ2)

]2

. (184)

Figure 43 shows the dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)/dt cross section nor-
malized to its value at |t| = tmin as a function of t at
W = 124 GeV. This value corresponds to Pb–Pb UPCs dur-
ing run 2 at the LHC with

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and the cen-

tral rapidity y = 0. The red solid curve is the prediction of
equation (184), where for xgA(x, t, µ2) and xgA(x, b, µ2), see
equation (180), we used predictions of the LT NS model for the
impact parameter dependent nuclear PDFs, see section 7. The
blue dot-dashed curve gives the t dependence of the nuclear
form factor squared [FA(t)/A]2. One can see from the !gure
that the impact parameter dependence of the LT NS, i.e., the
correlation between b and x in xgA(x, b, µ2), noticeably shifts
the minimum of the t distribution toward lower values of t. This
can be interpreted as broadening in impact parameter space of
the small-x gluon distribution in nuclei as a consequence of
the fact that NS increases with a decrease of b (increase of the
nuclear density).

The predictions for the shift of the t dependence of the
dσγA→J/ψA(Wγp, t)/dt cross section shown in !gure 43 have
been nicely con!rmed by the recent ALICE measurements
[319].

50

• Ratio of nucleus and proton cross sections  → nuclear suppression factor S

S(W�p) =

"
��Pb!J/ Pb

�IA
�Pb!J/ Pb

#1/2

= A/N
GA(x, µ2)

AGN (x, µ2)
= A/NRg

Model-independently* using data on UPCs and on 
𝛾p at HERA, Abelev et al. [ALICE], PLB718 (2013) 1273; 
Abbas et al. [ALICE], EPJ C 73 (2013) 2617; [CMS] PLB 772 
(2017) 489; Acharya et al [ALICE], arXiv:2101:04577 [nucl-ex]

From global QCD fits or leading twist 
nuclear shadowing model
Guzey, Kryshen, Strikman, Zhalov, PLB 726 (2013) 290,  
Guzey, Zhalov, JHEP 1310 (2013) 207
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in NLO pQCD 
• Collinear factorization for hard exclusive processes, Collins, Frankfurt, Strikman, PRD 56 

(1997) 2982: 𝛾A → J/𝜓A amplitude in terms of generalized parton distribution 
functions (GPDs).

• To next-to-leading order (NLO) of perturbative QCD, Ivanov, Schafer, Szymanowski, 
Krasnikov, EPJ C 34 (2004) 297, 75 (2015) 75 (Erratum); Jones, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 
(2016) 035002

<latexit sha1_base64="jKq6YQWjskv+RCrS4RVfC5sHZsc=">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</latexit>

M�A!J/ A /
q

hO1iJ/ 
Z 1

�1
dx [Tg(x, ⇠)F

g
A(x, ⇠, t, µF ) + Tq(x, ⇠)F

q
A(x, ⇠, t, µF )]

NRQCD matrix element from 
J/𝜓 leptonic decay

pQCD coeficient 
function 

• To leading order (LO), only gluons; both quarks and gluons at NLO.

Gluon GPD Quark contribution

q1

−q2

Aq(x1)

F q(x1)
p p′

〈O1〉V

x2p+x1p+

q

Figure 3: The light quark contribution to heavy meson photoproduction.

In both cases the insertion of the path-ordered gauge factor between the field operators is
implied. In the l.h.s. of eqs. (2.13), (2.14) the dependence of GPDs on the normalization
point µF is suppressed for shortness. In the forward limit, p′ = p, the contributions propor-
tional to the functions E q(x, ξ, t) and Eg(x, ξ, t) vanish, and the distributions Hq(x, ξ, t) and
Hg(x, ξ, t) reduce to the ordinary quark and gluon densities:

Hq(x, 0, 0) = q(x) for x > 0 ,

Hq(x, 0, 0) = −q̄(−x) for x < 0 ;

Hg(x, 0, 0) = x g(x) for x > 0 . (2.15)

Note that the gluon GPD is an even function of x, Hg(x, ξ, t) = Hg(−x, ξ, t).
The definition of the gluon distribution (2.14) involves a field strength tensor and, there-

fore, is valid in any gauge. But to evaluate the gluon hard-scattering amplitude, it is con-
venient to consider the light-cone gauge n−A = 0. In this gauge the parton picture which is
behind the collinear factorization formalism appears at the level of the individual diagram.
One can calculate the contributions of each gluon diagram separately by considering photon
scattering of on-shell gluons with zero transverse momentum and the physical, transverse,
polarizations. These gluonic amplitudes have to be multiplied by the light-cone matrix
element of two gauge field operators, which has the form [12]

∫

dλ(Pn−)

2π
eix(Pz)〈p′|Aa

µ

(

−
z

2

)

Ab
ν

(z

2

)

|p〉|z=λn−
=

δab

N2
c − 1

(

−g⊥µν
2(1 + ε)

)

F g(x, ξ, t)

(x− ξ + iε)(x+ ξ − iε)
. (2.16)

Here a, b are the gluon color indices, g⊥µν = gµν−n+µn−ν−n−µn+ν . The factor 2(1+ε) counts
a number of transverse dimensions within the regularisation method with the dimension
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−q2

q1

Ag(x1)

F g(x1)
p p′

x2p+x1p+

K
〈O1〉V

q

Figure 1: Kinematics of heavy vector meson photoproduction.

Here the indices i, j parametrize the color state of the pair, and the vector eV describes the
polarization of the produced vector meson, (eV e∗V ) = −1 and (KeV ) = 0.

Collinear factorization states that to leading twist accuracy, i.e. neglecting the contribu-
tions which are suppressed by powers of 1/m, the amplitude can be calculated in the form
suggested by Fig. 1:

M =

(

〈O1〉V
m

)1/2
∑

p=g,q,q̄

1
∫

0

dx1A
p
H(x1, µ

2
F )F

p
ζ (x1, t, µ

2
F ) . (2.10)

Here Fp
ζ (x1, µ2

F ) is the gluon or quark GPD in Radyushkin’s notation [12]; x1 and x2 = x1−ζ
are the plus momentum fractions of the emitted and the absorbed partons, respectively.
Ap

H(x1, µ2
F ) is the hard-scattering amplitude and µF is the (collinear) factorization scale. By

definition, GPDs only involve small transverse momenta, k⊥ < µF , and the hard-scattering
amplitude is calculated neglecting the parton transverse momenta. Since quarkonium con-
sists of heavy quarks, it can by produced in LO only by gluon exchange. The Feynman
diagrams which describe the LO gluon hard-scattering amplitude are shown in Fig. 2. The
contribution of the light quark exchange to quarkonium photoproduction starts in collinear
factorization at NLO, it is shown in Fig. 3. Since in this paper we consider the leading
helicity non-flip amplitude, in eq. (2.10) the hard-scattering amplitudes Ap

H(x1, µ2
F ) do not

depend on t. The account of this dependence would lead to the power suppressed, ∼ t/m,
contribution.

The momentum fraction x1, 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, is defined with respect to the momentum of
the incoming proton. It is convenient to introduce the variable x, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1, which
parametrizes parton momenta with respect to the symmetric momentum P = (p + p′)/2.
The relation between the different variables is

x1 =
x+ ξ

1 + ξ
, x2 =

x− ξ

1 + ξ
. (2.11)
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in NLO pQCD (2) 
• In the high W (small x) limit:

• In our analysis, we neglect dependence GPDs on 𝜉 ≈(1/2)(MJ/𝜓)2/W2 ≪ 1.   
For gluons (quarks are similar):

<latexit sha1_base64="cl6ckT2co/9LNSaq4mFOvKFLBLo=">AAACEnicbVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVss2QxIoiLwXUm0KI5CWBqmB7/WYN446OO+DmftCEX9Dm/5KmxZFtG3Vrn/TqG9R2oGBc8+5lzv3eJHgCkzz20gtLa+srqXXMxubW9s72d29hgpjSVmdhiKUdx5RTPCA1YGDYHeRZMT3BGt6/auJ33xgUvEwuIVhxByfdAPe4ZSAltxsoXrfdS/zg6I94EUo2n7sVgvng0SbVriqCyi42ZxZMqfAi8RKSA4lqLnZL7sd0thnAVBBlGpZZgTOiEjgVLBxxo4Viwjtky5raRoQnylnND1pjI+00sadUOoXAJ6qvydGxFdq6Hu60yfQU/PeRPzPa8XQOXNGPIhiYAGdLerEAkOIJ/ngNpeMghhqQqjk+q+Y9ogkFHSKGR2CNX/yImkcl6yTUvmmnKtcJHGk0QE6RHlkoVNUQdeohuqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxsesNWUkM/voD4zPHxgwmzU=</latexit>

F g
A(x, ⇠, t, µF ) = xgA(x, µF )FA(t)

Nucleus form factor 
(Woods-Saxon form)

Nuclear PDFs: EPPS16, nCTEQ15, 
nNNPDF2.0 + update with EPPS21, 
nCTEQ15WZSIH, nNNPDF3.0

<latexit sha1_base64="w0H7zLgJjEdIKv606S7ZvRn4XmM=">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</latexit>

M�A!J/ A / i

q
hO1iJ/ 

h
F

g
A(⇠, ⇠, t, µF ) +

↵sNc

⇡
ln

✓
m

2
c

µ2
F

◆Z 1

⇠

dx

x
F

g(x, ⇠, t)

+
↵sCF

⇡
ln

✓
m

2
c

µ2
F

◆Z 1

⇠

dx

x
(F q,S(x, ⇠, t)� F

q,S(�x, ⇠, t))
i

 → helps to qualitatively understand the features of our numerical calculations.
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Scale dependence and comparison to data on 
J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs (Runs 1&2)

• Scale dependence of NLO 
pQCD results for mc ≤ µ≤ MJ/𝜓 is 
very strong. 

• One can find an “optimal scale” 
giving simultaneous good 
description of Run 1&2 UPC data. 

• Note that updated LHCb data 
have moved up worsening the 
agreement → restored by using 
nCTEQ15WZSIH nPDFs.  

• With this choice of scale, the 
𝛾+p→J/𝜓+p proton data is 
somewhat overestimated, but 
within large scale uncertainties.

QM22Proc˙Eskola˙etal printed on June 10, 2022 3

Fig. 1. Rapidity-di↵erential coherent exclusive J/ photoproduction cross section
vs. rapidity in Pb+Pb UPCs at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV (upper panel) and 2.76 TeV

(lower panel), computed with EPPS16 nPDFs, scales µ = MJ/ /2, 0.76MJ/ and
MJ/ . For the references to the LHC data shown, see [6]. Figure from [6].

µ = 0.76MJ/ can be found with which the LHC data are well reproduced.
The same “optimal” scale works reasonably well also for the �+ p baseline,
as seen in Fig. 2. Figure 3 demonstrates the complex structure of the NLO
cross section which in Pb+Pb UPCs results from an interplay between the
pQCD cross section, photon fluxes from both nuclei, and the nuclear form
factor. The upper panel shows that unlike in LO where the imaginary part
of the amplitude clearly dominates, in NLO the situation becomes more
involved and the real part cannot be neglected. The lower panel shows that
in NLO, the quark contribution dominates at y = 0 – perhaps the most
striking result of this study. This follows from the canceling LO and NLO
gluon amplitudes, as analysed in detail in Ref. [6]. The “shoulders” in the
full NLO result arise because the NLO terms weaken the W dependence of
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Uncertainties due to nuclear PDFs 
6 QM22Proc˙Eskola˙etal printed on June 10, 2022

Fig. 5. As Fig. 1 but with PDF uncertainties at the “optimal” scale. From [6].
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• Uncertainties due nPDFs are 
quite significant → opportunity to 
reduce them using the data on J/𝜓 
photoprod. in AA UPCs. 

• Abnormally large uncertainty for 
EPPS16 disappears when using 
more recent EPPS21.
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Dominance of quark contribution 
• The most striking result is strong cancellations between LO and NLO gluons 
→ dominance of quark contribution at central rapidities. 

QM22Proc˙Eskola˙etal printed on June 10, 2022 5

Fig. 3. Upper panel: Breakdown of the NLO cross section in the upper panel of
Fig. 1 into contributions from the imaginary and real parts of the amplitude. Lower
panel: Contributions without quarks, without gluons, and from the quark-gluon
interference terms alone. Figures from [6].

Fig. 4. As Fig. 1 upper panel, but computed with three di↵erent nPDFs using the
same “optimal” scale. Figure from [6].

• At the face value, this totally changes the interpretation of data on coherent 
J/𝜓 photoproduction in heavy-ion UPCs as a probe of small-x nuclear gluons. 
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l First NLO pQCD calculation of exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb 
UPCs@LHC in the framework of collinear factorization. 

l Our analysis confirmed strong scale dependence noticed earlier, quantified 
uncertainty due to nuclear PDFs, observed the dominance of the quark 
contribution, and provided simultaneous description of Run 1&2 LHC data.  

l From phenomenology point of view, the ultimate goal is to use this data to 
obtain new information on nuclear PDFs, e.g., by using it in global QCD fits. 
l In the present form, this is problematic. Possible solutions: 

❖ Consider ratio of AA to pp UPC cross sections, where most of complications 
(scale dependence, uncertainties of proton PDFs, details of GPD modeling, 
relativistic corrections to the charmonium wave function) should largely cancel. 
❖ Note that even in the ratio, NR corrections do not cancel exactly, Eskobedo, Lappi, PRD 
101 (2020) no. 3, 034030; Lappi, Mantysaari, Penttala, PRD 102 (2021) no. 5, 054020 

❖ To tame the large scale dependence, use the so-called Q0 subtraction,             
Flett, Jones, Martin, Ryskin, Teubner, PRD 101 (2020) 9, 094011  

Summary and Outlook


